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Impacts of Computing: Culture (1)    Grade: 1 
 

 

Standard 1.IC.C.01 

Use grade-level appropriate language to identify and describe 
how people use a variety of technologies and applications in their 
daily work and personal lives. 

 

Essential Skills 

Explain how certain tasks are made easier because of computing 
devices. 

 

Essential Questions 

How does technology affect your daily life? 

How can technology change how you do certain tasks? 

What things in your life would change without computing devices 
and other technologies? 

 

 

Explanation 

Students will describe how they and those they know use 
technology. Technology has changed how people interact, access 
information, and more.  By second grade, students will compare 
how quickly, efficiently and easily a task can be accomplished 
with and without a specific technology.  For example, using a 
computer connected to the internet you can play a game with a 
friend in another place and everything you need is on the 
computer. In the past if you wanted to play a game, you needed 
other people who were near you to play, you had to have all of 
the pieces, you had to be able to read the directions etc. 

 

Think of this as similar to…. 

We used to have to go to movie theaters to see movies, but now 
many are available at any time over streaming services. 
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Implementation Examples—What would this look like in the classroom? 
 

Title Description Link Content Connection & 
Notes 

The Right 
App 

Grade K--Students create a list of apps they use or are familiar with and identify how 
apps can help in daily life.  
Grade 1--Students imagine an app that will make things easier for someone else. 

The Right App  

The Present: 
What is a 
computer? 

Grade K--Students look for what is and what is not a computer (tablets, 
smartphones, landline phones, microwaves etc.) and identify how they and others 
use those technologies. 
Grade 1--Discuss how technologies in general and computing devices specifically 
make certain tasks easier. 

The Present: 
What is a 
Computer? 

From NYC 
Computational Media 
Explorer Curriculum.  

Artificial 
Intelligence 

Grade K--Students discuss various artificial intelligence ""helpers"" (Alexa, Siri, etc.) 
that they are familiar with. Show video clips so all students can watch the "helpers" in 
action. What are the "helpers" helpful for? 
Grade 1--Students provide examples of how the ""helpers"" make things easier. 
They also should think of mistakes the helpers make. 
Grade 2--Students explore how different artificial intelligence applications have 
changed the way we do things (use maps vs. use GPS) and the advantages and 
disadvantages of each. They begin to explore what is behind these capacities of a 
computer. 

Artificial 
Intelligence 
(This lesson 
addresses 
sorting 
algorithms and 
other aspects 
of AI that are 
interesting and 
engaging but 
are not 
necessary to 
address the 
standard.) 

This lesson also aligns 
with ELA SL2.2 

Standard: IC.C.01 Grade: 1 
These annotations are a collaboration between Maryland Center for Computing Education and the Maryland State Department of Education.  
 

https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/courseb/10/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o0uYOEO77wj05kLRZievjZ5o4aaPkWBW08eS7leYVww/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o0uYOEO77wj05kLRZievjZ5o4aaPkWBW08eS7leYVww/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o0uYOEO77wj05kLRZievjZ5o4aaPkWBW08eS7leYVww/edit
https://blueprint.cs4all.nyc/curriculum/computational-media-explorer/
https://blueprint.cs4all.nyc/curriculum/computational-media-explorer/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qbvrLC-3MyErU8WOZrt3QGbn0B1WNJg6DWJbdNLwZzg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qbvrLC-3MyErU8WOZrt3QGbn0B1WNJg6DWJbdNLwZzg/edit
https://cs4md.com/
http://marylandpublicschools.org/programs/Pages/CTE/ComputerScience/CS.aspx
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